The maximum principle of control theory is used to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a plane curve, which has bounded piecewise continuous curvature and prescribed initial and terminal points and directions, to have minimal length. This result is used to prove that such a closed curve having length L and curvature k satisfying \k\^K can be contained in a circle of radius R, where R^LI4-(tt-2)I2K.
Abstract.
The maximum principle of control theory is used to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a plane curve, which has bounded piecewise continuous curvature and prescribed initial and terminal points and directions, to have minimal length. This result is used to prove that such a closed curve having length L and curvature k satisfying \k\^K can be contained in a circle of radius R, where R^LI4-(tt-2)I2K.
The purpose of this note is to illustrate how a result in control theory, Pontryagin's maximum principle [1] , can be used to study plane curves. In order to use this principle, we must assume that our curves have continuous first and piecewise continuous second derivatives. This will be assumed for all curves discussed in this paper. We shall say that such curves have "piecewise continuous curvature." The maximum principle is used to find necessary conditions for a plane curve, which has bounded piecewise continuous curvature and prescribed initial and terminal points and directions, to have minimal length. This result is applied to give the following inequality. If C is a curve of length L having piecewise continuous curvature k(s) satisfying \k\SK, then C can be contained in a circle of radius R, where RSLI4-ítt-2)/2K.
If xis) and yis) are the coordinates of any curve having curvature kis), then x' = cos(w), v»' = sin(z/), u'=k, where í is arc length and uis) is the angle which the unit tangent ix',y') makes with the x-axis. Conversely, solutions of this system for given piecewise continuous kis) give curves having s as arc length and k as curvature. Theorem 1. Let K>0, (x0, y0, uQ) and ixx, yx, ux) be given. Then among the curves ixis),yis)), OSsSL, having x(0)=x0, yiO)=y0, w(0) = w0 and x(L)=x,, yíL)=yx, uíL)=ux and piecewise continuous curvature kis) satisfying \k\SK, any one which has minimal length L must consist of straight line segments and arcs of circles of radius l/K.
Proof.
This may be regarded as a problem in control theory, namely, that of minimizing L subject to the initial and terminal conditions, by use of a suitable control parameter k satisfying \k\SK. Pontryagin's maximum principle is applied as follows. Let y>x, ip2, ip3 be new auxiliary dependent variables. Form 77=y», cos(u)+rp2 siniu) + ip3k, and consider the equations if!x= -dH/dx=0, ip2= -dHldy-0, y»3= -dH¡du=ipx sin(z/) -y2 cos(w).
Then, if the curve determined by kis) is optimal, there exists a nontrivial solution y>x, y2, y>3 of these equations such that max 77(jc(í), yis), uis), k, y>xis), f2is), y>3is)) 1*1 áí = Híxís),yís), uis), kis), y>xis), y»2(j), y3 (•*))• It follows that along any portion of the curve where \p3is)^0, k= (sign ip3)K= ±K. Thus, (x, y) is an arc of a circle of radius IjK. Suppose y>3(s)=0 for s in some interval. Then f'3=0=ipx sin(«) -y>2 cos(u), and since ipxis), y2is), ip3is) cannot be trivial, either y^O or »25^0. But xpx and ^»2 satisfy rp'x=ip'2=0, so they are constants. It follows that u is constant along such an arc, so u' = k=0 there, hence such an arc is a straight line segment.
Theorem 2. Let C be a closed plane curve of length L having piecewise continuous curvature kis) satisfying \k\SK. Then C may be contained in a circle of radius RSLI4-in-2)l2K.
This estimate is best possible.
Proof. Let F be a circle of minimal radius R containing C. Then Cand r are tangent in at least two points. Case 1. Suppose CoT consists of two points A and B. These must be ends of a diameter of T, or T could be reduced still more. We may assume that C has minimal length among all closed curves tangent to T at the ends of a diameter, whose curvatures satisfy \k\SK.
Then each portion of C, from A to B and then from B back to A, must be a minimal solution to a problem of the type studied in Theorem 1. By that theorem, C consists of straight line segments and circular arcs. But then the convex hull of C has a boundary of the same type and no longer length. Hence we may assume C to be convex. Then its curvature never changes sign, and so all circular arcs are traversed in the same direction, relative to their centers.
Such a curve must pass through A and B along some circular arc, otherwise C would cross the circle T. For the same reason, the curvature of this circular arc cannot be smaller than the curvature of V, so R^.ljK.
Let us consider, then, one arc of C from A to B. Its initial and terminal directions are perpendicular to the line AB, and it consists in a succession of circular arcs and line segments.
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The only changes in direction occur along the circular arcs, and these result in a change of 7r radians. Let us translate these arcs in order to form one continuous semicircle 2 starting at A and going to a point D on the line AB. Then we translate the line segments in any order to form a polygon A from D to B. The distance from D to B is 2R-2/K, so A must have length at least 2R-2/K. Hence the total length of this part of C from A to B is at least ■n\K+2R-2\K, and similarly for the other part of the curve back again from B to A. Hence L^2(tt\K+2R-2\K)=4R + 2(-rt-2)\K, or RSL\A-(n-2)\2K. Notice that equality occurs when C is shaped like a race-track, with two semicircles at A and B tangent to T, joined by straight line segments.
Case 2. Assume T is tangent to C in three points A, B, D, taken in clockwise order. (It may be tangent in more.) Let O be the center of T, let X= LAOB, p= LBOD, v= LDOA, where X+p + v=2tt. Notice that these angles can be no larger than 77, or else Y could be chosen smaller.
By the same reasoning as in Case 1, we can assume C has minimal length among all closed curves joining A, B, D which are tangent to V and satisfy the curvature inequality, and C is convex. By Theorem 1, C consists of arcs of circles of radii IjKand straight line segments.
Again we rearrange by translation the part of C from A to B, taking the circular arcs first and then the line segments. The circular arcs form an angular change of X and move A to a point A' on the circle of radius l/K through A tangent to T. Then by trigonometry, \BA'\ = (R -l/7T)(sin2(77 -X) + (1 + cos(tt -X))2)1'2 = 72(7? -1/70(1 -cos^))1'2.
The same reasoning applied to BD and DA shows that C must have length at least L ^ V2(7? -l¡K)[(l -cos(A))1/2 + (1 -cos(^))1'2 +(1 -cos(r))1/2] + 2tt¡K.
The critical point of the function on the right occurs when X=p = v=2tt¡7> with the value 3yj2(R-llK)+2irlK.
Since this is larger than its value y/2(R-llK)2^2+27TlK=4(R-llK)+2trlK at an endpoint such as X=0, pL = v=7T (Case 1), we find no improvement over the inequality obtained in Case 1. Remarks. 1. We observed that R^.l/K, so combining this with the inequality of Theorem 2 we get L^.2tr/K.
2. When 7í->-oo, RSLJ4, an inequality of J. C. Nitsche [2] . Theorem 2 is a generalization of Nitsche's inequality, in which the optimal path was a line segment traversed once in each direction.
3. The technique used here would apply whenever an optimal problem has a rectilinear solution. For example, one could study K-ti¡angles, defined as the closed curves passing through three given points with curvature bounded by K, and of minimal length.
4. The corresponding problem for higher dimensions seems to involve circular helixes, when both curvature and torsion are restricted.
